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 Promoting Diversity and Inclusivity in Reviewer Selection: 

 

At the Journal of Premier Research (JPR), we are committed to fostering diversity, equity, and 

inclusion in all aspects of our publication process, including reviewer selection. We recognize the 

value of diverse perspectives and expertise in ensuring the quality and integrity of peer review. 

Therefore, we actively recruit reviewers from diverse backgrounds, disciplines, geographic 

regions, and career stages to participate in our peer review process. 

 

Key Principles: 

1. Diverse Expertise: We seek reviewers with diverse expertise spanning various disciplines, 

including but not limited to clinical performance evaluation, patient safety, healthcare quality 

improvement, medical ethics, health policy, and law. By engaging reviewers with different 

backgrounds and specialties, we ensure comprehensive and multidisciplinary evaluation of 

submitted manuscripts. 

2. Geographic Diversity: We strive to include reviewers from different geographic regions and 

countries to reflect the global nature of healthcare and research. This approach facilitates the 

consideration of diverse cultural, social, and contextual factors that may influence the 

interpretation and applicability of research findings. 

3. Career Stage Diversity: We encourage early-career researchers, mid-career professionals, and 

established scholars alike to participate as reviewers in our peer review process. Engaging 

reviewers at different career stages not only provides valuable perspectives but also fosters 

mentorship opportunities and professional development within the research community. 

4. Inclusive Practices: We are committed to creating an inclusive and respectful peer review 

environment where all reviewers feel valued and empowered to contribute their expertise. We 

promote open communication, constructive feedback, and mutual respect among reviewers, 

authors, and editorial staff. 

 

Recruitment Strategies: 

1. Database Diversity: We maintain a diverse database of potential reviewers, regularly updating 

and expanding our pool to ensure representation across various demographics and disciplines. 

2. Targeted Outreach: We proactively reach out to individuals and organizations representing 

diverse communities, including professional societies, research networks, academic institutions, 

and advocacy groups, to invite participation as reviewers. 

3. Institutional Partnerships: We collaborate with partner institutions and organizations committed 

to diversity and inclusion initiatives to identify potential reviewers and promote equitable 

representation in our reviewer pool. 

4. Transparent Selection Process: We maintain transparency in our reviewer selection process, 

providing equal opportunities for all qualified individuals to participate based on their expertise 

and availability. Reviewer invitations are extended based on merit, relevance to the manuscript 

topic, and alignment with our diversity goals. 

 

Commitment to Excellence: 

By promoting diversity and inclusivity in reviewer selection, JPR aims to enhance the quality, 

fairness, and credibility of our peer review process. We believe that embracing diverse 
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perspectives enriches scholarly discourse, fosters innovation, and advances excellence in clinical 

performance evaluation and malpractice prevention research. 

 

Contact Us: 

For inquiries or suggestions regarding diversity and inclusion in reviewer selection, please contact 

the editorial office at [email address] or [phone number]. We welcome feedback and collaboration 

opportunities to further our commitment to diversity and inclusivity in scholarly publishing. 

 

Thank you for your support in advancing our shared goals of excellence, equity, and integrity in 

research and publication. 

 

Sincerely, 

Editorial Team, Journal of Premier Research (JPR) 


